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Importance of this argument

If this argument can be proved it will establish the fact of different

documents. Is there such a tHing as distinctiveness of style? Is it

something that can be immediately recognized or not? There is such at thing

as difference of style which can be recognized by those who ar familiar with

that style. If you had two different books by two different authors you could

go through them and compare them and find certain expressions and distinctive

features of their preference for certain types of sentences and particular words

that are characteristic of one and not of the other. There is such a thing as

distinctiveness of style.

Fowever, in the case of the Pentateuch there is no solid basis for assigning

authorship to different writers on the basis of style since no separate document

by these alleged writers has been preserved. Aside from Deuteronomy you do

not have any long document of which it can be truthfully said, "This was all

written by P and th&t was all wrttten by J." It is purely an imaginary thing

that there were once documents of that type. Therefore there is no basis upon

which to establish their pecularities

II There is no basis for establishing a style of distinct Mriters since no such

separate documents by these alleged writers have been preserved.

To have a solid basis for establishing a style of distinct writers there

must be an acknowledged authentic writing by the author to begin with. Other-

wise there is tremenaous aanger of arguing in a circle. It will not do to go
portions of the

through/t Pentateuch and try to divide it into different sections on the

basis of alleged parallel passages or on differences in the use of Divine names

and then try to prove that there is a distinct style in .these sections and

go on to try to divide up the rest of the Pentateuch according to these styles.
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If you. put all the passages using a cer,.'word over here and all the passages

using a certain word. over there and you a that the one word occurs only in this

and the other word only occurs in th , you are the one who has made it that way.

You are the one who has given part a distinctive style as over against that

part.




Three months before president Johnson made one of his state of the uhion

speeches he assigned 24 writers to write him suggested speeches for that message.

These 214. writers each wrote a speech and th they got together and discussed

and compared them. They they decided w ch speech they liked the best and. which

they liked second best. They worked/ these and brought them to the President

and decided which of the two he
l14ed

best and they went over tt and made some

changes. But when the Presiden spoke he Pave a composite speech. Let us suppose

that out of the 214 writers th/re were two or three who did the greater part of the

writing. Could any of us whout knowtg: those writers or ever having heard of

them take a section out and say this part was written by Henry Jones and that part

was written by Luther Mrtin.?

Yet the critics presume to be able to separate out the various alleged

writers of the Pentateuch on the basis of their
lity"ary

style. It is important

to remember that in the original critical
theor5.Aiere

was a definite style difference

between B and J and one could tell what the finite style was of each of them.

B was the part that used the name God an)/J the part that used the name Jehovah.

Ever since Hupfeld the style of 3 and are said to be alike but between JE and P

/
there is a marked difference of

sty.
Before that B and 3 were said to be the

two great documents. Actually t,
division betwen P and JE is a division of two

types of subject matter. p
i,/d.ealing

with lists, tabulations and statements of

precise rules concerning, for instance, just what kind of clothes the priest is to

wear. It is the sort of style that is in keeping with priestly laws, but it is also

a style which is appropriate to the story of creation in Genesis Chapter One and. to
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the story of the flood in those sections which have been takn out and. called. P.

In fact there is more difference in the P account of theflood. and, the rest of P

than there is between the P narrative and. the 3ount. it is highly questionable

from the standpoint of subject matter if th style of the flood story really

belongs to the P account. Aside from creation and flood stories, all the

body of P is characterized by a s$ dealing with detail6d"laws, regulations

for the building of the taber< and so forth. Nearly 200 verses are given

by Driver to P in the firs4ineteen chapters of Genesis as over against only

about 175 verses assi4'to P in the last 31 chapters of Genesis. After Genesis

19 nearly eYérythijin Genesis is given to either 3 or Z &&t5 Ej li$j ---me

Different style of Luther's On the Babylonian Captivity an&}xis Atass to

the German Nobles as over against his third book on Christian Liberty. The

difference is accounted for on the ais of the different subject matter. It is

by no means the fact that a different writter has written them but there is no

öoubt that Luther wrote all these of them.

Addis in his Documents of the Hexateuch, To],. II, p. 221, after giving

what he considers to be P's account of the generations of Isaac in Gen. 25.19,

20, 26b skips to 26.31+, but verse 20 "Now Isaac was forty years old, when he took

Rebekah, the daughter of Bethuel the Aramean from paddan-arajn, the sister of Laban

the Aramaean, to be his wife . . . " has this footnote:" Paddan-aram.' So always

in P. The older documents have .Aram-naharaim. " The "older documents" of

course to Addis are all the documents except P which is the last.

Oswald T. Allis in The Five Books of Moses p. 53 , gives the following

facts:

04
So the theory is not carried out consistently.







III The Alleged criteria is not carried through consistently

If you could take all the sections that use Elohim and put them together

and. all, the sections that use Jehovah and put them together, you could say

that in the sections that use Jehovah a maidservant is alwayS spoken of as

AWAB whereas in the sections that use Elohim the wrjtr always speaks of
1/ I 4- '

'-'y'-
a maidservant as , not AI)AB. Thrtherme, .n the sections that

uses Elohim, he always says male and female ('animals or human beings) were
or entered into the ark

created by GOdA but in the section that see Jehovah, the writer always

uses the expression "ma and his wUe." If these and similar usages

could be carried through consistently it would be a most remarkable thing.

It would be a strong argument for the theory. But when you take a word that

the critics say is consistent with one document an trace it through, you

have little difficulty showing that the criteria are not applied consistently.

Brightman (Sources of the Hexateuch, p.82 ) ia footnote on Ex.+.29-3l

asserts that "Almost all critics agree that Aa n was probably unknown to the

oldest 3 tradition. Aaron in a 3 context superfluous, and R; . .
(rather than "man and hi wife")

"Male and. female"/is said to be a t ical m P,1 and. in Gen. 1.27

and 5.2 "male and female" are fou in these sections given to P. However,

in 7.3 and. 9 when this phrase found in a 3 section, we are told. that

the Redactor did this in ordr to bring the passage into harmony with P.

So the alleged criteria 4not consistently carried through. Every time

the critics say that redactor has er&-hs done something

they weaken the evence for their argument. When you have a Redactor who

can make changes ,thenever he chooses, you do not have much evidence left

that the alleged document really has a distinct style.

Actually the beginning of this w
,<e

matter of style in the critical

argument began with the enumerative y1e - es dacone first day, second

day, third. day - In Genesis 1 toge1er with the fact that the name
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was used throughout the sedtion. On the other h Gen. 2.'4 - 4.26 had a

beautiful narrative style and. had none of the,humerative and. repetitious

style of the first chapter. So criticism eran with two documents : 3 and P.

Following that any word. found in the V st chapter was a distinctive word of P.

Any word found in chapter two - fou. was a distinctive word. of J. When one

takes every word. in these two
ó>aters

and checks it through in the documents

into which the critics have divided the Pentateuch he finds that the bulk of the

words are naturally used in both the 3 and P documents, for after all the use

of a different word. is not a very good evidence for a different writer, because

anybody can use a different word.

The argument from words to prove distinct style has to be used. with

very great caution if it is Eoing to really be valid./ But even using the

critics argument the point is that they do not carry it through consisteltly

because in almost every case where they make the statement there will be some

other thing in a 3 passage where they will have a footnote saying that the

redactor has inserted t9 word about that same word.

Driver in his LOT, p. 14 in discussing the account of the Flood says

"the main narrative is that of P, which has been enlarged by the addition of

elements derived from 3: here, howefer, thse elements form a tolerably complete

narrative, though there are omissions " "/" rli ot1ut whiLli

Driver charts ten. 7.1-5, -lO"(in the main9" as belonging to 3.

Howevr, he has a footnote which reads: "For v.7-9 include two or three ex

pressions ("Two and. two," "male and. 'female," "God") . . . borrowed by the redactor

from P." So in these three verses which Driver gives to 3 he says that there

occur three expressions w'-ich 1.P regards as distinctive P phrases. In a passage

mainly from 3 we learn that jthe Redactor has put in three phrases which really

are P phrases. Why would the redactor do that? If he is going to take three

verses and change three different expressions in them to fit with P why did he

not change the whole thing throughout so that thdocuments could not be stinui3h1
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There are not many cases where the cr)s will say that the Redactor has changed

three phrases in two verses, but the are a great many where they will say the

Redactor has changed one phrase.

Professor Alders in hi.s A SL--t Intd"i o Pn notes that

chapter 33 of Genesis is ordinarily ascribed to 3, except for the last two or

two and a half verses which are ascribed to E. The chapter is ascribed mainly to

3 because in verses 1, 2 and 6 J's word for "fmle siä'ue" is used rather than

word. for female slave. To be sure ,ename Jehovah does not occur at all and

the name Elohim occurs in verses 5, 0, and 11 but still the critics give the

passage to 3 but one reason thgive it to J is because it has in it this name
Div)4ie

for a female slave and the/Iasne must have originally been Jehovah but it was changed

to Elohim by the Redac or. E's word used here for "female slave" is said to be

characteristic of and E, However, in Gen. 20, which is the first continuous

excerpt from tl/E document you find that both E's word tor "female siLve" and

word for "female slave" are used.

IV The Theory does not generally mIntain individual writers but schools.

It is held. that the P writers were aroup of men who over a long period

of time wrote and built and enlarged their wk, and the same was true of the J

writers and the K writers. Critical book written forty years ago would say that

you could divide 3 into 31, 32, 33; into El, E2, 3; P into P1,. P2, P3 and so

on.Of late there has been a swing a h? from such ranentat1on and today there are

some who say that 3 was a very br4liant writer who wrote in the time of David, but

'I
most will say that P represents/a school, a priestly school. It is difficult to

/
find anyone who holds that P an individual, and this priestly school of men

I
gathered material and. wrote t up and. put it together. How can you claith to have

one distinctive style if here are a lot of people entering into it?
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VI The division of P and. J-E,
(yhich

there is great unaminity among critical

scholar\ is really a division of two types of subject matter.

There is very little disagreement among scholars as to what is P, but

there is very little agreement as).ewhat is 3 and what is B. Since there seems to

b. strong agreement as to wha akes U1 P this would. seem to be a strong argo.ment

for the critical theory a least for the existence of P as a separate document.

Consequently, it is vj/l that we notice this fact, that the difference between
differeˆe

P and JE isa matt,f of subject matter. Difference of styleinevitably follows from

a difference I subject matter. Law is one of the princpal types of material

from a literay viewpoint found in the Pentateuch. A characteristic of law is

the enumerative and statistical style. It is repetitive, it is monotonous.

Illustration of Luther's various writings. His great address to the German

nobility in which he pointed out how much money was going to Rome, how much this

flow of money out of Germany to Rome was doing to oppress the economy of Germany

fP
of the church

and his essay on the Babylonian Captivity/written the same year in which he shows

how the influence of the Roman curate is destroying the ability of the German church

by building a wall of seven sacraments around people to keep them away from the

knowledge of salvation, these two firely polemic articles would seem immediately

to be very similar in style and no one would question that Martin Luther wrote

both of them. But the very same year he wrote an essay on Christian Liberty in which

he shows in a beautiful, winsome attractive manner the privilege the Christian has
guilt and

in his liberty from/the fear of punishment a* which is due him because of the grace

of Christ. The style of this beautiful presentation is utterly different from the

firely polemic fighting style of the other two essays he wrote that very same year.

He is dealing with different subjects.

Illustration of Ray Stannard Baker. He was a quite well-known writer on

r
political matters some thirty years ago. He issued the letters and state papers

of Woodrow Wilson and. his books on political and economic matters were widely read.

At the same time there were several books written by David Grayson one of which was

called "The Friently Road" and another "Adventures in Contentment" and these
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V As regards 3 and. B there is much disagreement among critical scholars.

A. Carpenter & Harford give over 65 verses to 3 which Hrrelson gives to B.

and Harrelson gives over 9 verses to J which Carpenter and Harford give to B.

Driver gives over 52 verses to 3 which Carpenter and. Carford give to B and

Driver gives to B over 50 verses which Carpenter and Harford give to 3.

Likewise Driver gives close to 55 verses to Ehich Speiser gives to 3 and

Speiser gives 10 verses to B which Driver
,;e

to 3. Von Rad gives nearly 35

verses to 3 which Carpenter and Farford. give to B and Von Rad gives about

29 verses to B which Carpenter and F.rford give to J.

B. Pfeiffer differs from Dri er in that he takes 3 and. divides it up

between S and 3 and he puts the irst t of Genesis in what he calls S

and. instead, of considered S t -e earliest document he makes it the latest of all.

There is considerable disagreement over the style of 3 and B. For some

fifty years from 1F25-75 the overwhelming mass of critics were convinced that

there was a great foundational writing,' he Elohist, and that 3 was a supplement.

Eventually Rupfeld proved. that the hu of the P document in Genesis was

actually much like 3 in style and Vat the only way you can tell the difference

(7
V

is that P had the name 'God instad/of Jehovah" Even in P there are two
/

or three pasaes where they hate to say that Jehovah was put in by a redactor.
I

q So here is the style of the Mohist and here the style of the 3ehovi.st and

2/3 to 3/Li of the riateria/ formerly given o the Eohist was put into a

separate document whose %yle was so m1< like that of 3 that you. could sca.rdely
/

tell the difference in whic the style was uniform and that 3 was a

supplement with a distinct style f its own. Then Hupfeld. said that he one
into First and Second Elohist

Elohjst document was to be div'ded up and the resulting . &e First Elohist

became P and the Second Eloh st which was called B was said to be no near 3

that often it is very diffcult to tell the two apart. Thus on stylistic grounds

the differences between 3 and B are very difficult to separate out.
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books described the interesting experiences of a man as he walked about different

parts of the country and met different people. Then it was discovered that David

Grayson and Ray Stannard. Baker were the same man. The same writer who wrote on

political and. economic affairs also had. a private life which furnished the theme

for another series of books which he wrote having an entirely different style.

Some people liked to read his political and economic treaties but had no interest

in the folksy material dealt with in his other writings. Some people would be

interested in both, but many were amazed to think that Ray Stannard Baker, the

author of politidal and economic treaties could be the author of The Friendly Road.

and Adventures in Contement.

Illustration about the Remington typewriter.

These illustrate that there can be a difference in the purpose of writing

and this affects and influences the style. The etyle of Deuteronomy differsi from

3, but as in the case of P there is a difference of purpose. The material the

critics give to 3 tell what Abraham did.. It is narrative. But in Deuteronomy

Moses is addressing the people shortly before his death and he is exhorting them

to obey the law and follow God who has done such wonderful things for them. It is

filled with pleadings to follow the Lord. and with declarations of the misery that

will come upon them if they turn away from God.

A person's style is made up of a good. many different things and it is always in

a state of flux. It is a constant mixture of the different influences that come

upon a person. Consequently to select things out of a document of a distinct style

without having a definite pattern as to what these styles are, is very difficult.

Illustraticn of Goethe's Faust.

r
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lociern Scholarship, edited by 3. Philip Hyatt(Abingdon Press: Nashville)

Mo e nberg Response to Roland de Vau's "Method in the Study of Early Hebrew
Hi S"

p. 3' One of the potent solvents of confidence in the historicity of Israel's

early traditions is the etioloical approach to them. It cannot be denied that

etiology is a prime motive of the tradition; the popular historiography of every

people is etiolo,cal through and through; it seeks to preserve those memories of the

past that make the present meaningful. To conclude from this that popular hisborios;

graphy is a collection of ad. hoc invented etiologies of contemporary institutions and.

values is both a non-sequitur and. a tax on credulity. The traditions of a migrant

nation with a strongly developed historical sense will of course attach to places,

persons, and. tribes, since events necessarily occur to persons and. tribes at given

places. But to suppose that places - snctuariea, stoneheaps, ruins, towns, for ex

ample - can generate peculiar, non-patterened. stories such as are found. in the con

quest traditions is another tax on credulity.

p. p1.2 But"a study of their literary styles and habits, especially with an eye to

the differences between our expectations and their performance, would put solid ground

under the feet of the man who would speak confidently about what many and. may not be ex

pected, in a.piece of ancient near Eastern literature. In his comparative study of

E'pt1an literature, P. Eric Peet displayed irritation at the awkwardness of Egyptian

Utrations. "This Incident," he writes of a passage in the Tale of the Shipwrecked

Sailor, "is an excrescence.. It has no relation to the rest of the story and. it holds

up the action. It is probably an allusion to some myth . . . and the mythologist huh

here, got the better of the story-teller, to the disadvantage of the story." Or again

of the style of Sinuhe:. "At one point the whole action is held up while he delivers a

metrical panegyric on the present king of Egypt . . . When the moment ofhi al recall

comes, a long, bombastic and, extravagant court document is blatantly Inserted, and no

attempt is made to weave it Into the texture of the narrative. It is even brutally
lab.lied oy the decree which was brought to the humble servant cpncernjn,g his,
!t1xrn p. arid we are not even spared a copy of S1nhe' s ac1raow1dgeae of h1ø

decree




couched i tn terms only less stilted. After thege interlude -L &b. ha 44.



The Bibae!In od.erfl Scholarship edited by 3. Philip ratt(bngdcn Press :Nashville)19C5

Moshe reenbe±g Response to Rolad. de Vaux's 'Method. In the S11d.r of Early Hebrew History."

p.f2 (cót'd)
noted., are of considerable length Sli.the returns to his narrative, which flows

smoothly and uninterruptedly to its finish." 3 Note well: thcugh annoyed by such

roughness, Peet does not believe Sinhue therefore to be an editorial patchwork.

Of this sort of evidence concerning the native modes of ancient writing we

cannot hve euough*. Yet hardly a beginning has been made. But until we have solid z

studies of the styles of ancient near Eastern writing, how can we speak with confidence

about what is in and out of order, an editorial excrescence or an original "awkwardness" -

from our viewpoint - In biblical writing?

3. T. E. Peet, J. Com-partive Study of the Literaturesdf Eypt,Paesti
and. Mesopotamia (l931) pp. 31f.,. 37f.

__

-
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Kir, CS. The Scugs of Homer, Cambridge, 1962. (cont'd.) - 2 -

P. Subj.cts and Style
p. 16J1 Some kinas of literary ananaly or inco'rence are caused. not by the use of

disparate materials but by deliberate or unconscious alternations of style
and method on the part of the composer. -

Changes of style are often conditioned by changes of subject. The Iliad
may be thou*t to be unusually homogeneous in subject: it is a war poem, its
main scene restricted to the Trojan plain. Yet even the descriptions of
fighting are astonishingly diversified, ranging from mere catalogues of
victions to elaborate set-pieces with taunts and counter-taunts.

p. 163 Normally style only comes into question when there is a choke of
presentation, when content can be expressed in at least t:o different

r

ways.

p. 176 The stylistic analysis of Homer is an occupation to be induld in at
one's peril. It was common in the latter half of the last century, but
was done in so insensitive and careless a manner, and led to results
so blatantly contradictory, that since then there has been a silent con
spiracy to consider questions of style as beyond the scope of true
ship. This aproach seems to me feeble and, unjustified. It is obvious
enough that the estimation of literary style is an abstract and subjective

activity. Yet certain stylistic differences are easily recognizable in the
Iliad. and Odyssey, and there could be little aisa'eement about, say, the
decorated lyrical style of the Iliad. I have deliberately concentrated.
on some easily recognizable differences of stylistic effect, and have
emphasized that many differences of style are likely to be due to changes
of subject rather than of composer . . . . Often the same kind of death, as
when a charioteer is hit by a spear and. topples from his chariot, is des
cribed. in two or three different parts of the poem with slight variations.
Sometimes it seems possible to say of such closely similar but not identidl
passages that one must be prior in composition sand has been subjected to
more or less appropriate variation in its other uses. Unfortunately,
though, there is no justification for concluding, in a traditional poems that
the context of an apprent1y original description was coiposed earlier than
that of an apparent derivative: for the derivative might itself be quite old,
both ±1 it and the original may have been floating around in the tradition
for a generation or more, and the passage cnntaining the aerivative version,
in a poem like the Iliad, may actually have been put together before the
pasgae itaining the original.

p. 178 In short there is something to be learned from the search for different
styles in Homer. Obviously, different styles do not necessarily entail
different authors; it would b fantic to imagine that the main poet
of the Iliad - or indeed any compett singer - was incapable of composing
in something like the majestic style, if he so wished, as well, as in the uzz
succ1r narrative style or the much commoner 'floral' style to which we
can attach no special description. The question is whether or when he did
so wish.
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EnotliAi Literature David Daich.e. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1964

37T7T*tIIERaIx C. 3. K. HinEan's collating machine. His work

on the 230 extant cop;-.a of the First Polio of Shakespeare. "Hinman's

ultimate objective is to provide an exact account of how each pa of

each play of the Polio was put into type, identifying the compositor

and the order of printing in each case. This in turn will put the

problem of relating the printed text to the manuscript copy on a wholly

new footing. Hinn's identification of 'Compositor E,' an apprentice

whose work was full of mistakes and had to be corrected . . . . is a

brilliant puce of bibliographical detective work that throws a flood

of light on textual problems of the Polio. (C. K. Hinman, 'The Prentice

Hand in the Tragedies of the Shakespeare First Polio: Compositor E91

Studios j Bibliography, II, 1956).)







78 Caesar As Man of Letters F. E. Adcock. Cambrige, 1956
Cilizad. (Aacock - Poi-.-Emeritus of Ancient Histoyyin the University of Camb

p. 63 Caesar had the habit, it would seem, of deciding what was the
best word for this and that, and then never admitting any other.

p. 6+ The precision in the use of words, the ura et inlustris brevitas
which Cicero praises in Caesar's writing is a constant phenomenon. But as
the Commentaries proceed, they exhibit some a.ifferece of style. It has
often been observed how the First Book of the Gaul dgr is more formal
in the comnentariug manner than the Second, and thit after the Second the
style becomes slightly more informal in the next four books. The Seventh
Book has more movement still and., as it were, flows faster, aria the same
is true of the books of the Civil War. The constructions aria. run of sen
tences become freer, and there are changes of a kind which suggest a change of
habit rather than a reasoned change of preference in the search or the
rit word. Such a chan of habit is hard, to unaerstand. if Caesar com
posed th first seven books of the Gallic ar in one continuous literary
activity within a short space of time. It is in fact a strong, perhaps the
most cogent, arEument for the view that the Gallic War was written in
stages over a number of years. If this is so, it may have been quite
natural for Caesar to become less concerned to preserve the stylistic effect
that belongs to the corrimentarius form. There appears, indeed, tkxizx in
the First Book of the Gallic War to be deliberate avoidance of literary
polish. Thus in the third chapter two suc:essive sentences begin with
the phrase tad eas res conficiendas'. In neither sentence can the phrase be
merely struck out as an interpolation without harming the sense, and it is
hard to suppose that the repetition is due to hasty writing. It appears
rather to be a deliberate roughening of the style.

p. 73 Thus the study of Caesar's style may be revealing for the study of
mind and. will, especially at moments of crisis. When he is des

cribing the doings of his flentenants the style is, in general, less
p. 74 emphatic, less vigorous, though even in these, as in the account of

campaigns or, again, in tht of the disaster to the army of Sahinus aria. Cotta
and. the events that led to it, there is a more dramatic treatment of the
situation. It becomes more personal. as Caesar's imamination of what must
have happened. is onaged. On the whole, though, the operations of the legati
are described so that the military quality of their actions, their consilia,
so far as these are their own and. not Caesar's at one remove, can b.
appraised, but that is all.

p. 7/4. None the less, a close study of those parts of narrative MR which
rest on the reports of his lieutenants may reveal stylistic touches which
are taken over in a kind of submerged quotation. Thus in the account of the
siege of ?assilia the texture of the narrative appears to show three strands,
the matter-of-fact technical siegecraft of Trebonius, a livelier tone in
the report of naval operations which would be supplied by the admiral
Decimus Brutus, and the oc asiona comment of Caesar himself.

There is a habit of Caesar which may reflect more than one stylistic motive.
When he is describing actions or the springs of action he invariably refers
to himself in the third person by his name Caesar.







Paw Wl1ek and Austin Warren Theory of Literature New York 1942, 1956

Chapter Pourteen - Jne Wellek 7/L/

"With mm works and sane authors, such a task will be ccmpafatively easy. The
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sound-schemes and similes drawn fron the bestiaries in Lyly's are unmistakable.

Spenser, who, acoorUng to Jonson, wrote "no language," uses an easily analyzable set

17
of a Aasms, neologisms, and provincalises. Milton not only uses a Latinized

vocabulary, in which English words have the sense of their archetypes, but also has

his *i peculiar sentence structures. The diction of Gerard Manley Hopkins is charac

terized by its Saxon and dialectal words, its studied avoidance of the Latin vocabulary,

pranpted by theoryaid backed by a movement of linguistic Teuttrnizcrs, and its peculiar xi

word formations and. cpounds.18 It is not difficult to analyze the style of such

prcnmced1y maimered' authors as Carlyle, Meredith, Peter, or Henry Jams, or even of

authors who, though of little artistic importance, cultivated their indiosyncrasies.

,,In many other cases, however, it will be far more difficult to isolate and

define the stylistic characteristics of an author. A delicate ear and subtle observa

tion are needed to discern a recurrent trait, especially in writers who, like =gr many

Elizabethan dramatists or ei$hteenth-century essayists, use a uniform style. Ow must

be skeptical of such claims as J. M. Robertson's that certain words or "idioms' are the

exclusive signatures of nn like Peale, Greene, Marlowe, and Kyd.19 In many of these

investigations, stylistic analysis is indiscriminately ccinbined with study of content

links, sources, and other matters such as recurrent allusions. When that is the case,

stylistics serve only as a tool for a different purpose: the identification of an

author, the estab1ihment of authenticity, a detective job at most preparatory to

literary study,







p. 180 When Cicero discusses the, three styles, he always makes it plain that -f
the perfect orator must be able 'to use all three whnever suitable. and
he goes so fart as to identify ee1ch style with a particular function o
the orator. Ore should inst*ct (dcere in the plan style, entertaih
(delectare in the mean 9tylé, andtir the emotions (movere) in the grand
style. The greatness of Demosthenes was that he could use every style as
the occasion demanded, and Cicero makes the same claim for himself, and
with good reason.

21, hi, 4, 77 c e 12 (cXi:
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Kir, G.S. The Sngs of Homer Cambridge, 1962. (cont'd.) -

P" Subjects ana. Style
p. Son'. kinas of liter' anaa1y or i-tco}rence are caused net by the use of

&tisparate "ateria1s but by deliberate or unconscious alternations of style
anQ. method on the part of the composer.

C'anges of style are often conditioned by changes of subject. The Iliad
may be thought to be unusually homogeneous in subject: it is a war poem, its
main scene restricted to the Trojan plain. Yet even the descriptions of
fighting are astonishingly diversified, ranging from mere catnloues of
victios to elaborate set-pieces with taunts and counter-taunts.

p. 163 Normally style only comes 'Into cuestion when there is a choke of
presentation, when content can be expressed in at least t~o different
ways.

p. 176 The stylistic analysis of Homer is an occupation to be inciuld in at
one's peril. It was common in the latter half of the last century, but
was done in so insensitive na ca'eless a manner, an lea. to results
so blatantly contradictory, tht since then there has been a silent con-,
spiracy to consider questions of style as beyond the scope of true
ship. This ap roach seems to me feeble and unjustified. If is obvious
enough that the estimation of literary style is an abstract and subjective

activity. Yet certain stylistic differences are easily recognizable in the
Iliad and Odyssey, and there could be little aisagreement about, say, the
decorated lyrical style of the Iliad. I have deliberately concentrated
on some easily recognizable differences of stylistic effect, and have
emphasizeu. that many differences of style are likely to be due to changes
of subject rather than of composer . . . . Often the same kind of death, as
when a charioteer is hit by a spear end topples from his chariot, is des
cribed in two or three different parts of the poem with slight variations.
Sometimes it seems possible to say of such closely similar but not identicil
passages that one must be prior in composition tano. has been subjected to
more or less appropriate variation in its other uses. Unfortunately,
though, there is no justification for concluding, in a traditional poem, that
the context of an apprent1y original description was co'iposed earlier than
t}at of an apparent derivative: for the derivative might itself be quite o14,
both it and the original may have been floating around in the tradition
for a generation or more, and the passage ccntaining the u.erivative version,
in a poem like the Iliad, may actually }ave been put together before the
passa itainin the original.

p. 178 In short there 1.8 something to be learned from the search for different
styles in Homer. Obviously, different styles do not necessarily entail
different authors; it would b fanpstic to imagine that the main poet
of the Iliad - or indeed any compett singer - was incapable of composing
in something like the majestic style, if he so wished, as well as in the zi

. succir% narrative style or the much commoner 'normal' style to which we
can attach no special description. The question is whe2iar or when he did
so wish.
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I Importance of this argument

If this argw,ent can be proved it will establish the fact of different

documents. Is there such a thing as dIetinctivenes of style? Is it something

that c be immediately recognized or not? 'here is such a thing as difference

of style which can be recognized by those who are familiar with that style. If

we had a book of 300 p eswrtten by one man end a book of 300 pages written by

another, we could o through them and see what their styles were and we could

coipare them and find, certain expressions and types of sentence structure that

would be characteristic o or and not of the ot'er.

II However, in the case of the Pentateuch there is no solid basis for

establishing a style of distinct writers since no separate documents by these

alleged writers have been preserved.

It is purely immat'!Inary that tre were once documents written by J

and D. Consequently there is no basis upon which to establish th"ir

peculiarities. To have a solid asia fc" establishing a style of a writer

there must first of all be an acknowledged authentic writing by that author.

Otherwise there is tremendous danger of iin In a circle. It will not do to

go throu portions of the P'ntateuch and try to divide it into different sections

on the basis of alleged parallel passages and. on the basis of differences in the

usa of Divine names and then try to prove Vat there is a distinct style in the..

sections o thet one can try to go on and. divide up the ret of the Pentatsuch

acco-ding to those styles.

If you put all the passages using a certain word over here and. all the passages

using a different word over there and, you say that the one word. occurs only in this

document and the other word. occurs only in that document, you are the one who has

made it that way. You are the one who has given this part a distinctive style as

over against that part.



III The Alleged criteria is not carried thr ugh consistently

If one co'ild take all the sections that use Elohim and put them toiether

and, all the sections that use Jehovah and put they" together, he could say that

in the sections which use Jehovah a maidservant is always spoken of as al

whereas in the sections that use Etohiit the writer always speaks of a maid

servant as - , not &tmah Furthermore, in the sections which use

Ilohim, the writer alwFys says "male and female" (of animals or of human beings)

who were created by God or who entered into the ark. But in the section that

uses Jehovah, the writer always uses the expression "man and his wife" when

describing his creation by God or his entering into the ark. Now if these and

similar 'saes co'ild be carried through consistently it wculd be a most remarkable

thing. It wo'ld be a stronc argwnent for th' theory. But when ynil take a word

that the critics y is consi'ent with one document and ti-tee it through. you

have 'itti. difficulty shuwin that the criteria are not applied consistently.

For instance, Prof4ssecrAdora In his book A Short Itrog'ct.jo

Peptateuc.h notes that Chapter 33 of Genesis is ordinarily ascribed to 3, except

for the 'ast two or two and a half verses which are ascrib'a to E. The chapter

is ascribed mainly to 3 because in verses 1, 2, and 6 word for "female slave"

Is used rather than ' s word for female slave. To be sure the name Jehovah does not

occur at all and the name Elohim occurs in verses 5,10, and 11 but stilt the

critics give the passage to 3. On reason they do this is bcause it uses Jt

word for "f.ale slave". The Divine name, therefore, avinally must have been

Jehovah but it was changed to B'ohim by the Redactor. B'. word. for "female slave"

and 3'. word for"feinale slave" are said to be characteristic distinguishing

marks of the style of B and of 3. However, in Genesis 20, which is the first

continuous excerpt from the B document we find that both B's word for

slave" as well, as 3's word for "female slave" are used.



"Male and female" (rather than "a man and his wife") is said to be a

typical P phrase. In Genesis 1.27 and 5.2 "male and female" are found in the

sections given to P. However, in 7.3, 9 when this phrase is founa in a 3

section. we are told, that the Redactor did this in order to bring the passage

into harmony with P. So the ailesd criteria is not consistently carried

thron. Every time the critics say that a Redactor has done something they

weaken the evidence for their argument. When you have a Redactor who can make

changes whenever he chooses, you do not have much evidence left that the alleged

document really has a distinct style.

Actually t. beginning o this whole matter of style in the critical analysis

of Pie Scripture. began with the ennumerative style found in the first chapter of

Genesis together with the fact that the name Elohim was used. throughout this

section. On the other hand, Gen. 2.14Ll.26 hau. a beautiful narrative style and. had

none of the repetitions and enumerations of the first chapter. So criticism began

with two doc'imenta 3 and. P. Subsequently any word found in the first chapter

of Genesis was regarded as a distinctive P word, and any word found in Gen.is eis4b

'4.26 was considered a distinctive word of 3. When a person takes every word in

these chapters and checks it through in the documents into which the critics have

divided the Pentateuch, he finds that the bulk of the words are uat.ral'.y used in

both the 3 document and the P document. After all the use of a different word is

not very good evidence for a aiff.rent writer because anybody can uøa a different

word.




Driver in his WI', p. 14 in discussing the account of the Plood says 'the

sam narrative is that of P, which has been enlarged by the addition of elements

derived. from 3: here, however, these elements to'm a tolerably complete narrative,

though th're are omissions . . . " Driver charts Gen. 7.1-5, 7-lO"(in the main)"

as belonging to 3. Iowever, he has a footnote that reads: "YO? v. 7-9 include two

or three expressions (Two and two' , "male and female,' 'God') . . . Borrowed by



L.

the redactor from P, So in these three verses which Driver gives to 3 he says

that there occur three expressions which he regard* as distinctive P phrase..

In a passage described as belonging to 3 "in the main" the Redactor has put in

three phrases which really are P phrases. Why would the Redactor do that? If

he is going to take three verses and change three different expressions in them

to fit with P why did he not change the whole thing throughout so that the

documents could not be distinguished?

T!-,e ararient fro" words to prove distinct style has to be used with very

great caution if it is going to really be valid. Bnt even using the critics'

own argument the point is at they do not corry it through consistently be

cri1ee in l-ioet every case here will be some ;uch footnote as the following

given by Bri'ittnan in corinectiounwith 3xocius +.29-3l : "Almost all critics agree ta

that Aaron was prcbbly unknown to the oldest 3 trauition. Aaron In a S context

is superfluous, a R; . . . i (Sources 91 the Hezateuch p. P2)

IT The Theory does not generally maintain individual writers but schools.

1+ is held that the P writers wre a "our of men who over a lone period

of time wrote end built up and .nl'rge& their work. !'he as" was a'eped of the

3 writers and, of the £ writers. CrjticcI books written forty years ao woui say

that you could divide S Into SI, J2, 33; Z Into El, E, 13; P into P1, P2, P3 and

so on. Of late there has been a swing away from such fragmentation . (. W.

Ander-soncontends, "We cannot return to the hair-spLitting analyses which were fashion

able about half a century ago, but must be content sometimes to leave the lines of

demarcation between the sources va"ialy defined." ( Critical Introduction to t

Q4 Tstamenit p. 55) . Still whereas we find critical scholars such as Speiser

affirming concerning S that It goes without ssying that a work with such distinc

tive personal traits could stem only from an individual. anthor"(Genesis, p.xzviIt),

Sp.iser still bebt.U. that "vaasanIptotMbstdnMvendse*asf" is that "P was

not an individual, or even a group of like-minded contemporaries but a school with
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an unbroken history reac' lug back to early Israelite tlrs, and. continuing

until the Exile and. beyond." (O.ness p.xxvi) . It is difficult to find any

one who holds that P is an individual. Rather P is a priestly school who

gathered material., wrote it flv and put it tcther. But how can you claim

to have one distinctive style when there are a lot of people "ntern into it?

Three months before President Johnson made one of his state of the union

speeches he assigned 24 writers to write him sugpestea speeches for th.t message.

These 24 writers each wrote a speech and they got together ana uiscussed. and

compared their speech**. Then they decided which speech they liked the best and

which rated second best. They worked on these and brought them to the President

and decided. wi-ich of the two he liked best and they went over that and. made some

changes. But when the President spoke he gave a composite speech. It us

suppose that cut of the 24 writers there were two or three who did. the greater

part of the writing. Could any of us without knowing those writers or ever having

heard of them take a section out and say this part was written by Tom Sith end

this part by Bill. Jones?

A person's style is made up of a mood ma& drerent things and it is

always in a state of flux. It is a constant mixture of the different influences

that come to bear upon a person. Consequently to select things out of one composite

d.oc'nent and set them over against things taken out of another part of the same
are

composite document without having a definite pattern as to what/the styles of

each writer contained in it is a very difficult thing to do.

V As regards 3 nd B thcre is much disagreement among critical scholars.

It is iiportant to remember that in the original critical. theory there was a

uefinite style difference between B and 3 so that one could tell what was the

style of each of them. For some fifty year. from l25-75 the overwhelming mass

of critics were convinced that there was a great *oundational writing, the

Elohjt, an that 3 was a supplement. Ever since Hupfel.d the style of 3 and 2
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are said to be alike but between JE ano. P there is a marked difference of style.

B'pfelct divided the one Elohist document with the result that the Tirst Blohist

became P i the Second Ejohi,t, called B, was said. to be so near to 3 in style

that often it was very difficult to tell. the two apart. Thus on stylistic grounds

the uiffer.nces between J and. B are very difficult to separate out.

Consequently we find Carpenter and )farford. give over 65 verses to 3 which

Farrslson gives to , and Earrelson gives over 9R verses to J which Carpenter and

Harforci give to E. Driver gives over 52 verses to 3 which Carpenter and Harford.

give tc £ and Driver gives to B ovcr 50 verses which Carpenter and Hrford give

to J. Likewise Driver gives close to 5 verses to B which Spelser gives to 3 and

Speier vise 10 verses to B which Driver gave to 3. Ton Red gives nearly 35

vcr,os tu 3 which Carpenter and Rarford give to B and Von R&d gives about 29

v'rg to B which Carpenter ano. Harford give to J.

$'ruther!nore, Dfeiffer differs from Driver in that Pfeiffsr takes 3 and

divides it up btween S and 3 and he puts the first part of Genesis in what h

calls S and instead of considering S the sHrIlest document he makes it the

latest of all.

VI The o.ivlsion of P and JB i rcalty c. division of two types of subject matter.

There i very little disagreement among scholars s to wh'-.t is P. but there
very

is/little agreement as to wh't is J and what is E, Since th're seems to be

strong agreement as to what m4-es up P th s would seem to be a strong argument

for th' critical theory at 1et for the existence of P as a separate document.

Conaenently. It is vital that we notice this fact, that the difference between

P and JB is a difference of subject matter. Difference of style inevitably

follows from a difference in subject matter. Law is one of the principal types

of material from a litørary viewpoint found in the Pentateuch. A characteristic

of law is the enumerative and statistical sty'.. It is repetitive, monotonous.

P is lenling with lists, tabulations and statements of precise rules concerned,
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for instance, with Just what kind of clothes the priest is to wear. It is the

sort of sty's that is in keeping with priestly laws, but it is al.so a style which is

appropriate to the story of Crat1on in Gnesie Chapter On. and to the story of the

Flood in Genesis six through eight (those sections which have been taken out and
between

called F). In fact there 13 more difference i- the P account of the Flood and

the rest of P than there is between the P narrative an(. the I account. It is

highly questionable f--(,m the standpoint of subject matter if the style of the hood

story really belongs to the P account. Aside from the Creation and Flood stories,

al' the boy of P is characterized by a style dealing with detailed laws. regn-

'ations for the building of the tabernacle, and. so forth. N''ar1y 2O verses

are given by Driver to P in the first nineteen chapters of Genesis as over ageinet

only about 175 verses assigned to P in tho at 31 chapters. After Genesis 19

narly ,verythin, in Gensis 13 given to either J or B.

I1'ustrit1on of L'ither'v v-trio'i writing. Hi great address to the German

Robi'ty i' wh1c he o1nted o'it ho much money was ,!olng to Rome, how much this

was costing the economy of Germany, and his essay on the Babylonian Captivity

of the Church written the sane year in which he shows how the influence of the

Roman curate 's destroying the German ch"rch by bi1&tng a wall of seen sacraments

arcinct people to keep them away from the knowledge of salvation. These two firsy

polemic articles you'd seem immediately to be very similar in style, and no one

would question thnt Martin Luther wrote both of them. But the very same year he

wrote his esssy on Christian Liberty in which he shown in a winsome attractive way

the manner of the Crist1an'e liberty from the guilt and fear of punishment

due to him because of the grace of Christ. The style of this beautiful presentation

is utterly different from the polemic fighting style of the other two essay,swritten

by him that very same year. He is dealing with different subjects.
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Illustration of Ray Stannard Baker.

Illustration about the Remington typewriter

'these show that there can be a difference in the purpose of writ1n that

affects the style. The style of Duterono differ* from Jo but as in the case

of P thre is a difference f nrpose. The material the critics give to J tell

what Abraham did. and whet he .Xperiencea. It is narrative. But in Denteronoe7

Moses is wtcir.ssin the people shortly before his death and he is ehorting thee tc

obey thm law and follow God who has done such wondrous things for them It is filled

itx pletings to follow the Lord end with declarations of the misery that will

c ie in them if they turn away from the lord. God.

Illustration of Goeths'9 Faust

I1







Ariment from Style

Skinner, ICCC Commentary, Genesis

p. lviii . . . . every isolated sentence of which has been detached from
its context by unmistakable criteria of the style of P . . .

p.

11

lxii "He (P) is concerned, solely with events, not with cuses or motives."

Illustrations from "P" which contradict this:

1. 13.6 And the land old not .arthem so that they night dwell
together, for their possessions were great, and they were not
able to dwell together. So they separated from one another

2. 16.1, 3 Now Saraj, Abram's wife, had borne him no children.
So Saraj, Abram's wife, took Ragar the Egyptian, her maid
and gave her to Abram

3. 17.4.5 ". . . my covenant is with thee, and thou shalt be the
father of a multitude of nations. Neither shall thy name any
more be culled Abram, but thy name shall be Abraham; for the
father of a multitude of nations lave I made thee.."

+. 17.14 "... the uncir:urncised male . . . shall be cut off from
his people; he hath broken my ienant."

5. "she (Sarah) he a mother of nations; kings of peoples
shall be of her. Then Abraham fell upon his face, Lid laughed
And Abraham said into God, Oh that Ishamel might live before
theel 17.l7.l

6. And God said, Nay, but Sarah thy wife shall bear thee a son; and
thou shalt call is name Isaac . . . . 17.19

7. 17.20, 21 "And as for Ishamel, I have heard thee . . . But my
wenant will I establish with Isaac

8. H. that is born in thy;-house . . . must needs be circumcised
And Abraham took Ishamel his son, and. all that were born in his house,

and drcumcised the flesh of their foreskin in the selfsame deV9
as God has said unto him. 17.13, 23f

.. 21.4 And Abraham circumcised Isaac his son when he was 8 days old.,
as God had commanded him.








Chapter 8 Style

3. Precise statements by Pfeiffer and Eissfeldt 88 to the difference between S
or L and J, with precise page references.

Eissfeldt 169/8-9
193/3-10
194/1-3

Eissfeldt 195/5 It appears that the k strand in the primeval history pictured
men as nomads, whereas J and P clearly think of them as husbandmen.
It thus envisages only nomads and knows no other men. To this fits also the fact
that the narrative of the building of the tower, which also belongs to L
pictures mankind " " " as a wandering group of nomads. It is quite clear
that in Israel, which became an agricultural people from being a nomadic
people, an outline of their history which places nomads at the beginning
must be older than one which pictures the first men as husbandmen.

Eissfeldt 195/8 Furthermore, it is an indication of the age and nature of L
that, unlike J, it is aware of a disharmony at Sinai. J pictures Israel as
de srting from Sinai in the liveliest hopes and with its joy unclouded . .
and aheh as accompanying them . . " But L knows of a disharmony with Mch
Israel's sojourn at Sinai came to an end, and this had the result that
Israel's departure from Sinai appears rather a a. dismissal from the presence
of Yahweh t:-an as a joyous march into the land of promise.

Eissfeldt, 196/2 From the point of view of form too L is the most primitive of
the four narrative works. ahereas in J, B and P we have strictly constructed
narrative works, in which not only the individual narratives but also the narra
tive complexes are linked together, in L the individual narratives follow one
another with relatively little connection, and the thread which holds them
together is often merely the chronological sequence of the events.

Eissfeldt, 197/3 In yet another direction there is a striking difference between L
on the one hand and J and B on the other . . . In the L narratives the elements
of national and tribal history are much clearer and purer than in J and , where
frequently a more fictional element prevails and often conceals the background
of national and tribal history to such an extent that it can hardly now be
recognised, and the impression is given that we are dealing not with people
and tribes but with individuals.

Eissfeldt, 198/8 . . . L regards Sinai and not the land of Canaan as the real
dwelling of Yahweh, and hence also as the real home of Israel

Eisafeldt, 199/5 It has already become olearin the characterisation of L just
undertaken, where reference has been made ot its differences from the strands
J and B, that they are later than L. Indeed-we have seen that both in content an
in form J and B represent a more advanced stage.

Pfeiffer, 148-9 If the S document was Edotnitic in origin, as there is reason to
believe, its author reciprocated J's unfriendly attitude toward Edota by his
unflattering portraits of the eponym heroes of four tribes of Israel (Judah,
Gen. 38j 3imeon and Levi, Gen. 54; and Reuben, Gen. 552lf.), although he
disclosed no trace of J's intense nationalism.



Chapter 8 Style

5. Precise statements by Pfeiffer and Eiasfeldt as to the difference between S
or L and J, with precise page references.

Pfeiffer, 149/2 The patriotism of the J author did not blind him to the failings
of his own people and of its heroes of old; he did not, however, depict them
as rascals after the manner of S.

Pfeiffer l9/7-l0

Pfeiffer 272/10 In the J document, the divine oracles are not curses, as in
5, but blessing,. and promises of a glorious future.

Pfeiffer 272/7 In the S document the curses of God against the serpent in Eden
(Gen. 214f), against the first woman (3.16), and against Adam (3.17-19) are noble
and rythmical in diction, but not always strictly metrical; t:.e curse of Cain
(4.11) is similar, but may be a later imitation. The divine promise to Noah
(8.22) is postexilic addition to S.

Pfeiffer, 288 How much of 3-32 was omitted by Re we cannot tell, nor is it always
possible to distinguish his contributions from those of 32.
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Chapter 8 Style

1. recii statements from critical 't, claiming that it is easy to distinguish
the style of the various documents.

Bewer (1933 ed) 29 (On style of P ) Its style is formal, precise, dry,
full of phraseological mannerisms which distinguish it sharply from the other
documents.

Bewer (3rd ed) 279 The style ofrieetly literature] is so well marked that it
is quite easy for even a beginner to. single out the priestly work

XI-11 Encyl. Brit. (1965 ed) Priestly . . . . Its style is dry and pedestrian
and easily detected.

XI-9 Encyl. Amer (1966 ed) It is easily possible to separate dp from as
these two documents are found in Genesis . . "'P1'tas a somewhat stilted style.
It is orderly in its arrangeuent, and has a liking for numbers and genealogies.
Nearly every trace of the anthropomorphism found in "J has been eliminated. It
is monotheistic in its outlook.

Chapman, Camb. Bible, 72 The book of Deuteronomy has a style of its own, which
may be recognized even by the reader of the English versions.

Ibid, 3-4 When the book of Genesis is closely exauined, it will be found
that certain sections can be separated from the rest of the narrative, which are
distinguished by a strongly marked phraseology and style.

Ibid, 59-60 style in the creation accounts of Gen.

Bentzen, 29/8 The linguistic and stylistic peculiarities of D and P are so
apparent that it seems impossible to escape the weight of the material.

eiaer, i6/ The schematic arrangement visible in P can be traced right
through down to the stylistic shaping of the individual literary paragraphs.
The Priestly book is distinguished from the other sources by its linguistic
usage as well.

Driver, ii In Genesis, as regards the limits of P, there is practically no
difference of opinion amongst critics.

Gunkel, Li.gPndR .f Gn.aiA 23 Bven the most superficial reader can dia-
tinguish for himself the chief original sources in Genesis from which the present
redaction was constructed, now commonly called the writings of the 1ohiat, of
the Jahviat, and of the Priestly Code.

AT May '6; 14 hand of D easy to recognize in Judges 2.1-3.6 (Get exact quote)

Skinner' lviii

Driver, LOT, 129 The literary style of P is strongly marked " . " P is stereotyped,
measured, and prosaic.

G.o.Gray, A Critical Intro to the O.T. 26 . . . but as a result of in
vestigation it has been found that the Pentateuch can be aialyeed into three great
masses of material easily distinguishable from one another in style.
(cont'd on accompanying sheet)
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Chapter 8 Style

2. Admission by various critical books that the style of certain documents is
difficult to distinguish - with precise page references.

Speiser, 232 On Gen. 29.31-30.24

XI-27, Morrison, 2 In this chapterLen. 273the analysis of sources is un-

certain. The material is apparently drawn from both J and E, but the two sources
seem to have been so similar at this point that it is extremely difficult to

distinguish .ith certainty the excerpts which come from each of them.

Gray, "Numbers" IOC, 426 A strict analysis of the chapter Num. 32]as
between JE and P cannot be satisfactorily carried through.

XI-8 Sewer (3rd), 291 There is much repetition and inconsistency in P, and this

led G. von Bad to seek two strands in the work. The view has not found wide

spread acceptance.

Speiser 119, 143

(.12, l69/ Although it lacks the universal perspective found in J, this
source is closely dependent on the J epic, so much so that in many places the

two sources are fused indistinguishably together (JE).

(.12, 172/3 Notice that in sorne instances J and E materials are blended

together so closely that they cannot be disentangled. These passages are

designated as JE, . .

Kuhl, 68 The next large section concerning events at Sinai has been so
ex-tendedby additions and insertions that it is difficult to ascertain what is
the original. There is much doubt about some passages.

Addis I, 169 On Num. 20.1-13 Here we have one of the few instances in which
the documents of the 'Oldest Book of Hebrew History' have been inextricably en
tangled, not, as is often the case, with each other, but with the narrative of the
'Priestly Writer.'

Ibid l6 On Num 13 Attempts have been made to separate the component documents,
especially by Wellhausen, Diliman, Koaters . . . and Meyer . . . But the task
seems to be hopeless, end there is nothing like agreement as to results.

Speiser 189 On Gen. 2.l-4 Nevertheless, in summary notices of this sort,
the documentary analysis is more uncertain than elsewhere, and m so be labeledin the resent instance.

Ibid 341 There is thus at least a fair presumption that vase 16-27 are to be
attributed to E, and the rest to J; but since we cannot put it more definitely,it has seemed best to omit the usual source markers in the translation.

Bentzen, 31 Especially the separation of E is often very difficult and in some
places iupossible . . . we cannot with the optimism of the authors of the Polychromebible separate the "documents" by verses and half-verses. I think we must stop
speaking of "documents."

A. H. 14cNei1,Exod" xi The separation of the several pieces of which the
books of the Hexàte.ch have been formed, cannot, in some cases be otherwise than
tentative. In many passages more than one explanation can be given which appear toaccount for the phenomena.

\



Chapter 8 Style

2. Admission by various critical books that the style of certain documents is
difficult to distinguish

Speiser xxi We are as yet a long way from being able to attribute
every passage to its ultimate source

While the 'vast majority of passages can now be ascribed to one source or
another with considerable confidence, there is still a residue that leaves room
for doubt. Some of these marginal portions may have to be reallocated after
further study; others are now so fused that they may never be pried apart; .

?feiffer 288/4 How much of 3-32 was omitted by Rs we cannot tell,
nor is it always possible to distinguish his contributions from those of 32.

CP°L



Unmistakable style - -

Gen. 31.18 " . . . . and even the uristakable Priestly remark(v.1.8)
Genesis G.rha.rd Von Bad, Phila., p. 302

Eiien the most superficial reader can distinguish fr himself the chief
original, sources in Genesis from wic? the present redaction wee constructed,
now commonly called the writings of the Elohist, of the Jahviet, id of the
Priestly Code.
The Leenie of Genesis, Hrmann Gunkel. New York, 196L1. (First pub. 1901),p. 23

The reader can judge for himself whether a narrative so continuous as this,
every isolated sentence of which has been detached from its context by un
mistakable criteria of the style of P, . . . . . Skinner's Genesis p. lviii







Gray, Geo. Buchanan, A Critical Introduction to the Old Testament, New York, 1921

EASILY DIS'INGUISHABIE STYlE

p. 26 " . . . but as a result of inv.sti,atio it has been found that

the Pentateuch can be analysed. into three great masses of matter easily ditingui&abl.

from one another in style: one style is found to separate off nearly the whole of Dent-.

.ronomy from the rest of the Pentate'ich . . . . Another style marks off most of the

conci.uain parts of Exodus . . , the whole of Leviticus, Num. 1 - 1O.2P, and consider

able parts of G.nesis(inc'udin l.l-2.1a), of the first half of Exodus, and of the re

mainder of Numbers. Easily distinguishable in style from either of the foregoing, and

at the same time in some measure bound together by common qualities, is practically

all that remains of the Pentateuch."

HEXATEUCE




p. 26, 27 But the tame three types of style re-appear in the book of

Joshua, and it seems that the narrative of that book rests upon the same main sources

as the narrative of the Pentateuch. br this reason the Pentateuch with Joshua is

fre-quentlycomprehended under the term Hexateuch.

£
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Interpreter's Bible(bingdon: N vile) o1. I "Exodus" - Introduction and

Exegesis by J. Coert Rylaarsdain.
p. 835 The Priestly document is easily seprated from the others.



Murray, Gilbert, The Rise of The Greek Epic (Oxford) 1911

Preface to the Second Edition
p But the critics of thirty years ago were apt eom.etimes to go wrong by not

recognizing the complexity of the problem before them, and trying by means
of language to determine the comparative date of particular books as wholes,
or of the two poem as wholes. It is true that there are differences of style;
slight but decided differences, which every good scholar, however he y
explain them, feels. But it is impossible to cut out any large section of the
poem clean arid say: 'very line of this is ,written in language of a par
ticular date.' On the hypothesis which I follow, of course, any such expectation
would be unscientific. The mixture of old and new is all-pervasive. The
oldest parts have passed through the lips of scores of later poets; the
latest parts - even the most confessedly apocryphat additions of the 'wild
papyri' - are largely made up of old lines and phrases, and are always com
posed in the old convention.
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As to the statement that we find that two distinct styles in these two

beginning sections of Genesis, and that then there are frequent alternations

of similar styles thereafter, it is to be noted that comparatively few continuous

passages of as great length as these are attributed x by the critics to

either of these documents. In fact, going on in the rest of EiXhx Genesis

(71
in Skinner's the arrangement by Driver we find only passages

that run as much as verses consecutively; and oa,r 9 7 passages
&i t41- "

that run as much as veise-, particularly from J. While in some

chapters Driver divides (p) so that after one, two or three verses,

or perhaps even half a verse, to one of these documents, will attribute

some material to the other one. Many of the critics, in fact, most of them,

divide it far more minutely than Driver does. Such large apparent alternation

as is alleged here at the beginning of Genesis, is not tttix2x*x (calm ? ?)

at all as we go through the book.

17 P4 7.L.
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E written in North, 3 in South.

Andsrson, G. W., p. 33 "The material is almost certainly of southern

origin.( Hence the symbol 3 Is often connected with Jud.ah.) A number of

references are made to the great southern sanctuary at Hebron . . . The

patriarch Judah plays a prominent part in the Joseph stories

p" 311. "W' at has been said. about the southern origin of 3 sugeste that it

is not .ar'li.r than David; . .

p. 37 B probably comes from the Northern Kingdom. There are many signs of

special interest in the north.rn.and central tribes, and especially in Ephrain

(with which the symbol B is often connected), ., . . The sanctuaries at at

Bethel and Shechern are mentioned.; and we also hear of Bersh.ba, which, as

Ain implies . . . was frequented by the central tribes, thou it was in the

far south

Anderson, B. W., 1966 , p. 230 That B comes from north Isra,litjc circles

in indicated by the prominence given to northern figures like Joseph, his mother

Rachel, and his son Ephraim (Gon; 48.20), and. also by the interest in northern

shrines like Bethel (Gen. 2F3.17-22) and. 5hechem (Gin. 33.18-20). Moreover,

B shows peculiarities of vocabulary, like the use of "Ror.b" for the sacred

mountain (the Yahwisk uses *Sinai") and. "Amorites" for the natives of Canaan

(the Yahuist uses "Caaiaanit.&').

Weiser, 109 There is 4de agreement amongst scholars that the place of

origin[ of the 3 strandis in thr lath of the tribe of Judah in the South of

Palestine.

p.110 Thr fact that North-Israelite traditions about Joseph and. the

sanctuaries of Shechérn and Bethel have been admitted into the J strand as well,

is no proof of the northern home of 3

ON p. 124 By general agreement the Northern Kingdom is to be re.rded as

the home of the Elohiet tradition. . . In those passages in which the traditions

from the Southrrn !&ngiom have been used(Gen.22, oracles of lalasm) the festures

indicating its place of origin have probably be-'n intentionally effaced..







X written in the North, 3 in the South

B. W. Anderson, p. 225 In the Northern Kingdom this religious heritage found. ex

pression in a crthern version of Israel's sacred history which scholars call

the 1ohist nerative (.).

p. 226 That comes from north Isra.litic circles is indicated by

the prominence given to northern firur.s like Joseph, his mother Rachel, and

his son Ephraim (Jer. £48.20), Ana also by the interest in northern shrines like

B.triel (Gin. 28.17-22). and. Shechem (Gin. 33.1A-20). Moreover, E shows peculiarit

ies of vocabulary, like the use of "Horeb" for the sacred mountain (the Yahwist flees

"Sinai") and. "Amorites" for the natives of Canaan (the Yahwist uses "Canaan.itee").

p. 226 The Judean editors, who combined, the northern and southern

traditions after the fall of the Northern Kingdom in 72]. B.C., usually rave preferance

to the J version and. often blended the two accounts together inseparably. Never

theless, what is left of this tradition, though it now lacks the organic unity of J,

stands out sharply enough or us to get some idea of its distinctive character.

p. 230 " . . . the national epics of both North and. South (3 and E),

Driver, WT, 123 The grounds alleged may seem to be slight in themselves, but in the

absuce of stronger grounas on the opposite side, they make it at least r.lativ]y

probable that Z and. J belonged to the Northern and. Southern kingdoms respectively

and. represent the special form which Israelitik tradition assumed in each locality.

Skinner, p. lv) lvi " . " . there are fairly solid grounds for the now generally accepted

view that the former 1! of Judo i and e latter of Ehraimite origin. . " . that

, ". b.d'Dfptiarchal tradition which lies behind, bothtocflmeflt5 is native to

northern, or rather central, Israel, and must have taken shape there." . " '. These

indications make i at;l.a*t rlative1y robblp that in ,J we have a Jud.an recension

o t patr2.ar.bail. tradition, while t took its shape jx the, northern kingdom.



Literature David Daichee. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1964

3T7IZXJ(jUN.Zzx C. J. K. H1nan's collating machine. His work

on the 230 extant copies of the First Polio of Shakespeare. "Hinman's

ultimate objective is to provide an exact account of how each pa of

each play of the Polio was put into type, identifying the compositor

and the order of printing in each case. This in turn will put the

problem of relating the printed text to the manuscript copy on a wholly

new footing. Hinn's identification of 'Compositor E.' an apprentice

whose work was full of mistakes and had to be corrected . . . . is a

brilliant piece of bibliographical detective work that throws a flood

of light on textual problems of the Polio. (C. K. Hinnan, 'The Pr.ntice

Hand, in the Tragedies of the Shakespeare First Polio: Compositor E,'

Studies in Bibliography II, l95i.)
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Tht ieiin Modern ScholarshiD, edited by 3. Philip Ryatt(Ahindon Press: Nashville

Moe rnberg Response to Roland de Vaux's "Method in the Study of Early Hebrew
HistyJ

p. 3P One of the potent solvents of confidence in the historicity of Israel's

early traditions is the e4ioloical approach to them. It cannot be denied that

etiolo is a prime motive c! the tradition; the popular historiography of every

people is etioloical through and. through: it seeks to preserve those memories of the

past that make the present meaningful. To conclude from this that popular hiethorio,

graohy is a collection of ad. hoc invented etiologies of contemporary institutione and.

values is both a nom-sequitur and a tax on credulity. The traditions of a migrant

nation with a strongly developed historical sense will of course attach to places,

persons, and tribes, since events necessarily occur to persons and tribes at given

places. But to suppose that places - senctuaries, stoneheaps, ruins, towns for ex

ample - can generate peculiar, non-patterened stories such as are found. in the con

quest, traditions is another tax on credulity.

p. 42 But a study of their litrary styles and habits, especially with an eye to

the differences between our expectations and. their performance, would put solid. ground

under the feet of the man who would. speak confidently about what many and may not be ex

pected in a piece of ancient near Eastern Uterture. In his comparative study of

Erptian literature, T. Eric Peet displayed irritation at the awkwardness of Eptian

rations. "This incident," he wrI+es of a passage In the Tale of the Shipwrecked

Sailor, "is an excrescence. It has no relation to the rest of the story and. it holds

up the action. It is probably an allusion to some myth . . . and the mythologist hit

here got the better of the story-teller, to the disadvantage of the story." Or again

of the style of Sinuhe:. "At one point the whole action is held, up while he delivers a

metric-al panerric on the present king of Ept . . . When the moment of[his] recall

coces, a long, bombastic and extravagant court document is blatantly inserted, and. no

attempt is made to weave it intc the texture of the narrative. It is even brutally

labelled Cops of the decree which was brought to the humble servant concerning his

return to Erpt and we are not even spared a copy of s acknowledgement of this

decree, couched In terms only less stilted. After these interludes.-which, be it







The BibLe!1.n i!oderfl Scholarship, edited. by 3. Philip att(Angdcn Pre se:lTashville) 1965

Moahe Greenberg Response to Rolad. de Vaux's "Method. in the Study c Early Hebrew History."

p.42 (cout')
noted., 'ere f considerable length Sinuhe returns to his narrative, which flows

smoothly and uninterruptedly to its finish." 3 rote well: though annoyed by such

roughness, Peet does not believe Sinhue therefore to be an editorial patchwork.

Of this sort of evidence concerning the native modes of ancient writing we

cannot have enough*. Yet hardly a beginning has been. made. But until we have solid i

studies of the styles o± ancient near Eastern writing, how can. we speak with confidence

about what is in and out of order, an editorial excrescence or an original "awkwardness"

from our viewpoint - in biblical writing?

3. T. E. Peet, A Conmarative Study of the T4teraturesdf It,Pa2esti.
and Mesootam1a (193l) pp.31f.,. 37f.
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